GS/AIGETOA/2019/27

Dated 06.05.2019

To,
Shri Saurabh Tyagi,
Sr. General Manager (Establishment),
BSNL Corporate Office, Janpath,
New Delhi-110001
Subject: Clearance of pending rule-8 transfer cases of JTOs of Gujarat Telecom Circle-Regarding.
Reference: AIGETOA/CHQ/2018-19/17 dated 15.03.2019 by GS-AIGETOA

Respected Sir,
Kindly refer our previous letter and subsequent discussion on the subject regarding long pending rule-8
transfer cases of Gujarat Telecom Circle. The matter has been discussed thrice with your good self in last
two months but we are still awaiting any direction from your good office in this regard. Gujarat Circle
having around 97 registered Rule-8 cases of JTOs, who are waiting since last 8-10 years to get relieved for
their home circle. In the mean time, Circle has reported that 157 GATE JTOs joined the circle but they didn’t
highlight the fact that more than 500 JTOs have been promoted through LICE in last two years. The theory
about shortage of officers posted wrt to sanctioned strength (old) as coined by the Circle is not reasonable.
One side the VRS Scheme is in serious discussion to trench the workforce saying that the headcount in
BSNL is more than required and other side the circle is making an issue about shortage of executives are
contradictory in nature. It is also to apprise here that the JTOs, who are waiting for transfer since many
years but unable to get relief from the department, are badly demotivated. It is a high time that the circle
should be guided to resolve the issue on merit and relieve them at the earliest.
Therefore, in the light of above facts and discussion held with your good self, I once again request
you to bestow your kind attention and take a call to resolve the issue on merit. These JTOs are suffering
since long time and settlement of the issue will motivate them and higher output can be achieved, which
will be ultimately useful for the company.

---Sd/--Copy to:
1. The Director (HR), BSNL Board for kind information pl.
2. The GM(SR) BSNL CO, New Delhi for kind information pl.

[MD. WASI AHMAD]
General Secretary (I/C)
AIGETOA, CHQ
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